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TUTORIAL Content 

• Why a new rating system is needed 

 

• The vision, the concept 

 

• Resilience: beyond conventional ratings 

 

• How to obtain a rating of YOUR business? 

 

• Understanding a Resistance to Shocks (RtS) Rating 

 

• Interactive Navigation of  Business Structure Maps 



Why a New Rating System? 

Conventional ratings: 

 

• Have contributed to the global economy meltdown. 

• Have been conceived in a totally different context: today the 

economy is turbulent! And fast. 

• Are based on outdated technology. 

• Are subjective.  

• Are based on Probability-of-Default (PoD).  In a  turbulent 

economy a PoD is not very significant. 

• Not verifiable by investors! 

• Can give rise to potential conflict of interest. 

 



The Vision: Democratize ratings 

• Rating today is done mainly for public companies. 

• It is expensive – only a large company can afford a rating. 

 

• But why should only public companies have a rating? Why 

can’t ratings be a commodity?   

 

• There are around 200 million companies in the  

      World. All should be able to know their rating. 

 

• A rating should not be just for investors. It should also be a 

tool which management uses to make a business healthier. 

This would benefit the global economy. 

 

 



The Concept: On-line business rating 

A modern rating system should be: 

 

• Available on-line 

• Automatic – no human in the loop 

• Affordable even by tiny businesses 

• Objective – based exclusively on User data, not on “expert  

opinion” 

• Verifiable – results can be verified at any time 

• Independent, free of conflict of interest 

 

This is exactly what Resistance to Shocks Rating is! 



The Concept 

IDEA: companies rate their business themselves, without  

resorting to third parties. 

 

IDEA: Ratings become science, not an opinion. 

 

 

In essence: 

• YOU wish to rate YOUR company, therefore 

• YOU use data you trust 

• Consequently, YOU trust the result 

 



What is Business Resistance to Shocks?  

• Resistance to Shocks (RtS) measures the ability of a 

system to withstand shocks.  

 

• Today, shocks are frequent in our economy! 

 

IDEA: use RtS as a new business KPI. 

 

• In essence, RtS measures how well a business  

      can survive  turbulence. 

 

• The opposite of RtS is fragility. 



Why a Resistance to Shocks Ratin 

• A business can have great financial performance and at 

the same time be fragile. 

 

• Many business today are fragile …. and they don’t know. 

 

• A fragile business may be thriving but suddenly  

     deliver surprising behavior.  



Resistance to Shocks Rating Classes 

Business RtS (Resilience) is stratified into five classes: 

 



The Bottom Line 

• Measure the RtS and stability of a business.  

 

• Rank business parameters in a natural manner. 

 

• Understand and view the relationships between  

      business parameters and business structure. 

 

• Measure risk in an innovative fashion. 

 

• Anticipate problems gaining precious time – this means 

that the system provides businesses with a unique early-

warning system. In a turbulent economy, making decisions 

quickly is key towards survival. 

 



Getting Started 

• Obtain data which reflects the performance of your business. 

Some examples: 

 

– Balance Sheet 

– Cash Flow 

– Income Statement 

 

• Prepare the data in a spreadsheet as shown in the example – 

make sure you have at least 12 monthly or quarterly values of 

each parameter. 

       

 

 



STEP 1: Paste data into Analysis Template 

Paste (Ctrl-V) data here 



STEP 2: Run the Analysis 

This is how the Analysis Template should look. 

Remember: only numerical entries! 

Click to start 

• Once the Analysis Template has been populated with data, 

click “Proceed”. 

 



STEP 3: Analyze the Results 

• Once the analysis has been completed – it usually takes around 

one minute – two windows will pop-up (make sure to enable 

pop-ups) containing: 

 

– RtS Rating report 

    (2-page pdf document) 

 

 

 

 

– Business Structure Map 

 

 



STEP 4: Get results from Analysis History 

Click to open map 

Click to open report 

Download report and map 

• You may also open these windows later – just go to “Account” 

then “History”. Your analyses are listed as shown below. 

 

 



The Rating Report  

Complexity of  Your 

Business 

RtS of  Your Business 

Ranking of 

Complexity Drivers 



What Makes a Business Fragile? 

• A business is fragile if its parameters vary significantly, for 

example like this: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• This makes a business highly complex and difficult to run. 

To reduce business complexity (fragility) this variability 

must be reduced. A Resistance to Shock Rating shows 

where to start. 

 

 

Time Time 

Revenue Revenue 

BAD! GOOD 



• The rating report indicates the resilience 

of your business. It also indicates its 

current and critical complexity which 

drive resilience. 

 

 

 

 

• A business should not function close to its 

critical complexity because this makes it 

fragile. 

• Increasing business resilience is done by 

reducing its complexity. This is done 

reducing the variability in the parameters 

which are located at the top of the chart 

on the right. 

 

 

Identifying the Complexity Drivers 



Making Your Business More Resilient 

• The chart on the right – known as the 

Complexity Profile – provides a ranking of 

the parameters of your business. 

• The parameters at the top are those that 

impact your business the most. The 

impact is indicated in percentage terms. 

 

• In the case on the right, the quarterly 

variability in: 

– Work in progress (10%) 

– Revenues (7%) 

– Total part-time employees (7%) 

 

account for nearly 25% of the RtS  

of the business. 

 

 

 



Business Structure Maps 

• A Business Structure Map is a 

reflection of the structure of 

your business. 

 

• It reveals dependencies 

between the business 

parameters via links. 

 

• Links are located either 

under or over the diagonal of 

the map. This helps make the 

map easier to read. 

 

• The map may be navigated 

interactively in a separate 

window using a viewer tool. 

 

 

 

 

Business parameter 

Link indicating 

parameter dependency 

A densely connected map points 

to a business that is “rigid”.  

Hub (large node) 



Navigating Business Maps – the Viewer 

Map is displayed here 

Scatter plot 

Resilience rating 

The Map Viewer  



Examining Business Interdependency 

Hover over node to show 

paths to related variables. 

Hovering over a node: 

• Indicates the paths to the  

related parameters. 

• Illustrates the sampling 

history of the parameter 

(see above) 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Visualizing Parameter Dependencies 

Hover over link to show 

the scatter plot, revealing 

the nature of  parameter 

interdependency 

Hovering over a link: 

• Indicates the paths to the  related 

parameters. 

• Illustrates the corresponding scatter 

plot. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Basic Business Diagnostics 

Critical business complexity. 

At this level of  complexity 

business becomes chaotic. 

Current business complexity 

Minimum complexity limit. At 

this level of  complexity the 

business is controllable and 

predictable. 

Business RtS and rating 

No. nodes in map 

No. nodes connected 

to other nodes 

No. correlations in map 

Map density.  Values 

close to 1 indicate a 

business with very high 

interdependency, hence 

difficult to change 



More Info? 

For more information about the technology read  

“Complexity and Resilience Rating” 


